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Abstract

Abstraction, Representation, and Entropy

Marcus Ray Payzant, M.F.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Leslie Mutchler

The following graduate report is an overview of my artistic endeavors spanning
the past three years at the University of Texas at Austin. While at UT, I have
concentrated on making paintings that focus on the relationship between abstraction,
representation, and entropy. Using banal, often overlooked cultural objects as subject
matter, I paint ambiguous scenes that teeter between disintegration and formation.
Representations of banal detritus within an ambiguous natural space become a metaphor
for memory, culture, and life and death alluding to unseen forces and, ultimately, a lack
of control. Using a combination of random and deliberate decisions, I aim to create a
commentary about the unpredictable yet conformist aspects of the world in which we
participate.
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INTRODUCTION
For the past two and a half years, I have been concentrating on creating paintings
and two-dimensional works that create a familiar yet ambiguous moment. These works
rely on notions of clarity that give way to areas of abstraction or dissolution within each
piece. Infusing reality with abstraction, my practice utilizes several essential elements of
painting (e.g., color, thickness/thinness, opacity, mark making etc.) in order to
deconstruct and reappropriate banal source material into a meditation of entropy and the
cyclical process between life and decay. In this paper, I will first discuss this cyclical
process as it pertains to my practice. Secondly, I will discuss how several of my paintings
allude to the life cycle through the use of elements including color, imagery, subject
matter, mark making, space and light. Finally, I will address artists who have influenced
my current work and processes.
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Entropy
Entropy and the cyclical process of life and decay is perhaps the most obvious and
immediately present within nature. Erosion caused by natural forces (e.g. wind, water etc)
can quickly and dramatically change a landscape, seemingly without reason. Because of
this, nature is very important when choosing subject matter. Representations of banal
detritus within an ambiguous natural space become a metaphor for memory, culture, and
life and death alluding to unseen forces and, ultimately, a lack of control.
Entropy is a part of this process and has been part of the visual arts for centuries.
Rudolf Arnheim (1971) wrote about entropy and it’s varied uses in painting, stating that
the Dutch still life painters relied on accidental and deliberately produced disorder, and
created compositions by randomly gathering subject matter to create untidy scenes of
social criticism. As my work becomes more complex, I am interested in creating
compositions fueled by a combination of random and deliberate decisions. Using
photographic source material, I focus on banal cultural objects, which I use to represent
ignored or seemingly ugly moments. Using this as a starting point, I am able to fluctuate
between a recognizable representation of an object and intuitive interpretation of the
source material. The use of a recognizable, culturally specific element coupled with
abstraction allows me to assert a new meaning that is a critique of our culture and of
painting itself.
On one level, it is important for my work to allude to culture through the use of
specific objects, however, it is equally important for those objects to become abstracted.
Abstraction represents decay but also creates something new out of the source material. It
embodies both a meditation on specific imagery and a spontaneous emotional reaction to
what is being created on a canvas. Therefore, it helps to inform and stimulate the process
and materiality involved in the act of creation. Since abstraction can lack representational
2

specificity, the viewer is left to deal with the two dimensional surface and the viscosity
and/or opacity of the paint, creating a dichotomy between the representation of specific
cultural objects, nature, and the language of paint.
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Elements of Painting
In “Pink Consumption” (Figure 1), color plays an extremely important role. A
rotting carcass of a goat sits near the bottom of an almost entirely pink canvas. The goat
itself sits in the foreground of the painting but as its body recedes toward the background
it begins to lose form and breaks down into line. The abstraction of the body of the goat
represents the process of metamorphosis, helps to create a sense of atmosphere, and adds
a sense of uncertainty as to what is happening in the painting.
The flatness and immediacy of the pink paint functions in different ways. First, it
is simply a flat surface, created by different viscosities of paint applied at differing
speeds. This calls attention to the materiality of the piece and flatness of the two
dimensional surface. Second, because of the relationship between the goat carcass and the
color, a sense of atmosphere begins to develop. This atmosphere, formed by color and
line greatly influences the image of the goat and the mood of the painting. At one
moment, atmospheric color becomes an active entity that appears to be consuming or
overtaking the carcass. On the other hand, it functions as a banal sense of space or fog
that the image disappears into. Because of this duality, the painting occupies an
indefinable space or moment in time that creates a mood of uneasiness.
Overall, the large area of color seemingly simplifies the piece, but ultimately adds
to the complexity of the visual logic. Visually, the pink is an imposing force as a color
but also as a structural shape within the rectangle. Its strong vertical format helps create
visual movement through the piece drawing the eye upward toward the top of the canvas.
To give a greater sense of space, I used green to thrust the nose of the goat into the
foreground and cause an unsettling dissonance between the complementary colors. The
use of opposing colors sets up a relationship, which generates visual movement and
seemingly holds the image together while also making it fall apart.
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In “Relocation Caesar’s Grave” (Figure 2), color is also important, however the
duality of the depicted imagery and the way light influences the objects is of the utmost
importance in this piece. I chose to use bricks and a blue tarp as subject matter because of
their banality and relationship to one another. They are both materials used in
construction and I was curious to see how they could work together to create a scene that
would elevate their importance beyond their traditional roles.
The visual weight and mass of the pile of bricks is very integral to this piece,
helping to create a sense of gravity. The bricks create a fracturing of the space; they
become a mound but fall apart creating spaces or voids that affect the sense of light and
color. I use thicker paint to portray the bricks in order to call attention to the surface of
the piece. In addition, I want to make it apparent that moments of scraping and texturing
are used strategically to representing something that is weathered or falling apart. The
way the forms mimic an old city or slum on the side of a hill causes one to question the
objects depicted. Scale plays an important role in deciding whether or not the imagery is
indeed bricks or if they are buildings situated on a hill. Upon further inspection, the blue
tarp plays a significant role in understanding scale and imagery because it gives the
viewer a point of reference to understand the piece.
I am interested in using a blue tarp because of its uses in American culture as well
as the way light influences the object. I pull the blue tarp directly from my Midwestern
upbringing, where my family and neighbors would use the piece of plastic for hundreds
of situations. In this painting, I was most interested in how light shines through the tarp
and affects the objects behind it. As light funnels in from the left side of the painting, it is
impeded and changed by the blue tarp casting a blue light on most of the pile. As the light
dissipates toward the right side of the canvas, it becomes darker and more atmospheric
creating a sense of depth. Because of this, the tarp functions as a representational object
5

but it also becomes a space that the pile of bricks disintegrates into. So, blue light is
something that illuminates the bricks but also begins to consume them.
I choose to use paint in very different ways to address the relationship between
the imagery of the source material. The bricks are chunky marks and the tarp is a flatter,
shinier plane of color. Using these differing methods of paint application, I created
greater disparity between the objects in order to transcend their banality and change the
way the viewer interacts with the different surfaces.
In “Yellow Collection”(Figure 3), I concentrate on using abstract marks to form a
deep space that is based on landscape imagery. It is my intention to eliminate the
traditional horizon line of landscape paintings in order to zoom in on a particular space
and also to create an angular slope in the composition. I did this so the vantage point of
the viewer be at an awkward angle to create an unsettling space. Avoiding the
vertical/horizontal grid and utilizing diagonals throughout the piece helps to create this
slope and depth. Even though the sense of depth in this piece is extremely important, I
want to flatten the space at the same time. I do this by inserting the yellow bucket and
blue lines, which serve as strong vertical elements that touch the top and bottom of the
canvas. The verticality of the bucket opposes the diagonal composition causing the space
to flatten in the foreground and recede in the middle and background increasing the
complexity and ambiguity of the piece.
Within the overall composition, mark making also plays an extremely important
role in the creation and complexity of the space. Marks function as objects and actions
while also calling attention to the materiality of the paint. Areas of translucency, that
were the initial marks made on the canvas, turn into areas of deep space as well as
objects. Broad brushstrokes become unrecognizable objects that sit next to more fully
rendered images of vegetation and detritus. They are also flat, unspecified shapes that
6

appear to be pieces of land or deconstructed items further adding to the ambiguity of
space. At the same time, these marks allude to the painting process and the action
involved in creating a piece. These unplanned and unexpected moments are reasons why
it is so important for me to keep pursuing an intuitive process involving abstraction and
spontaneity.
The duality of the tangible and intangible that is created solely by paint echoes the
idea of a cyclical process. It does this by relying heavily upon the illusion of a realistic
space that I consider to be a tangible aspect of the piece. The illusion is created by the use
of paint but is also negated by the same material. Using paint to violate areas of the piece
causes destruction and negation of space and of image creating intangible moments.
Painting in this way creates a flicker or uncertainty so the viewer is able to access the
piece through a representational space but continually redirected to another area of the
painting via abstraction. For this reason, my work hinges upon the relationship between
abstraction, representation, and decay.
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Influences
Because my artistic practice involves an ever-changing approach to source
material and the use of paint, it is important for me to embrace change and uncertainty in
order to feed my work. The paintings I make and subject matter I choose to work with
directly reflect and portray a cyclical process that, I believe, exists in everything I do in
my life. Painting is a revealing process that I utilize to continue to push the boundaries of
what I make and what I know.
My artistic approach is not one that developed in a vacuum. I give credit to
movements within the history of painting such as Impressionism, Abstract Expressionism
and Cubism among many others. When I first started focusing primarily on painting,
Willem De Kooning was a voice of reason and a constant source of inspiration for me.
He once said the attitude that nature is chaotic and that the artist puts order into it is a
very absurd point of view. All that we can hope for is to put some order into ourselves.
This statement is very motivational and helps me understand that art is a constant
learning experience. The citation is also important for my current series of paintings. As I
focus upon natural forces and deciding what I should and should not paint, I constantly
realize that I am only utilizing what already exists in order to fulfill a personal need
within my practice.
The relationship between abstraction, representation, and entropy is integral
within my current body of work. At first glance, abstraction is an obvious metaphor for
decay. The surface of the painting becomes distressed and the tactility of paint is ever
present.

Upon further inspection, abstraction is also necessary when working in a

representational manner. Essentially, every image within a piece is composed of active,
abstract marks that coalesce into something recognizable. An ambiguous connection
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exists between abstraction and representation and within this moment is a perceptual slip
that I continually try to expose.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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